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About This Game

A unique adventure game full of exploratory expeditions to the various underground worlds on different planets.

Travel with your Minaur through the game universe, discover new worlds, their unique environment and inhabitants. Lead your
Minaur safely through underworlds to gain knowledge and collect The Mighty Resource. Complete various quests, develop your
character, collect loot from various animals, and rescue your trapped mates. Reunite the Minaur Nation and become a legend!

It all depends on your in game decisions. The game has a nonlinear progress unique to each player.

Enjoy a blend of adventure, action and logical game with RPG elements.

Experience the atmosphere of unknown worlds, underlined by detailed graphic and sound design.

Discover hundreds of unique locations with living interactive environments, various animals and many hidden
surprises. Get all 147 available knowledge hints.

Take advantage of the environment and specific animal behaviour in your favor.

Learn, upgrade and use up to 28 special abilities.

Try to complete all 57 special Challenges and gain up to 20 Advantages, that enhance
different attributes of your Minaur.
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Avoid the fulfillment of the 14 Failures, that reveal your Weaknesses.

Gain up to 72 different Achievements and compete with other players.

The game is fully localized in 8 languages (English, German, Czech, Russian,
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian).
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Title: Minaurs
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
IIIDA Interactive
Publisher:
IIIDA Interactive
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2018
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English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Portuguese,Russian
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This game is worth it. A pretty unique mechanic to use a rudimentary programming interface to control the most efficient path
to mow a lawn. The game is challenging enough to get you through the various levels, and quite easy to pick up thanks to the
interactive tutorial.

The object is path efficiency and getting the highest score, which is displayed through leaderboards. You use a bunch of buttons
to program your mower to go a certain direction, or to turn the motor on or off.
The lawn mower with an electrical lead provides a welcome added difficulty where you have to think about when to turn on the
motor.

I also think the author is hoping for user generated content with the level editor, and a having friend groups competing against
each other to beat authors of user generated levels. Since the number of levels are a bit lacking, I would very much welcome
more content made by players.

If you can see past the programmer graphics, you'll find Mow Problem a very rewarding game.

Pro's
=====
* Game mechanics are pretty solid, after a few minutes you get what to do (protip: use the tape measure).
* Nice soundtrack.
* Gradual difficulty.
* Tutorial blends in with the other levels.
* Overall fun and relaxing to play.

Con's
=====
* Text "Biggest rival" pops up way too much.
* The colouring scheme makes things a bit confusing at first.
* No "Menu" button or hint text in game for people who haven't discovered the [Esc] button yet (it's in the top left corner of
your keyboard).

Final score
===========
8.0 \/ 10 Gameplay
6.0 \/ 10 Visuals
7.5 \/ 10 Sound
7.5 \/ 10 Fun factor

7.3 \/ 10 Overall. Very Good Game. Good Music. Great game all around. The graphics are amazing. Sometimes I just sit and
stare through the windows for a while. The levels are pretty intense and take some time to work through. I love the lightbulb
moment when I figure it out. I also love the music.

My only complaint is that in some levels, the physics seem inconsistent. It could just be me, but sometimes doing the exact same
things without any outside influence (like gravity zones or moving objects) produces different trajectories. It could be some part
of the mechanics of the game I don't understand, and it doesn't happen in many levels, but it does happen occasionally.
Regardless, I'd recommend this game to anyone.. Without proper shooting, this game is not worth your money. I'm not going to
ask for a refund because I have hopes the dev will fix the issue.
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The roller coaster is funny, but without shooting it simply makes no sense.
That's too bad, because it would be a reaaallly cool game with a proper shooting.
I am really hoping an update will be released with the fix.

. Since there are only reviews in German, I'll be the first one to upload it in English, I can also upload it in French for people
who are interested.

I cannot recommend this game not because it's a bad game, the original one and its expansion are great but this version is just a
quick cash grab, that's all there is to it.

First of all, the interface and the icons looks like it's coming straight from a mobile game in this version, the icons looks exactly
the same as those you find on mobile games but even worse, they're of very low quality and so is the interface.
It's the same thing as before but with a few new additions that are not really worth paying full price nor half price for it.

Now, the good, the game and the expansion are now one so you got all the content in one game now plus there are a few new
animals, not many but still cool, not worth the price at all though.
Steam overlay seem to be working properly.

If they would have gaven it away for free for those who already own the base game and its expansion, now that would have been
great, heavily discounted if you only own the base game or only its standalone expansion.
If the interface would have been made better, I would have been ready to pay about 2$ - 3$ But still not more than that, it's an
very old game, there's nothing new to it except a few things that are not needed, make big expansions that are worth buying
instead, enhance the game instead of downgrading it, 90's gaming\/resolution > mobile gaming, it's that simple, I won't ask for a
refund since it only cost me about 5$ but It still was not worth it, so I'd suggest you buy the original one instead, way better,
Wildlife Park is a good series but B-Alive (the developer) isn't good at all, they don't listen to the community at all, they just
don't care, having played almost all existing games on PC and some consoles, I can confirm that their games are the most buggy
ones, it's unbelievable how many bug there are.
Also, no mods, both Zoo Tycoon and Zoo Tycoon 2 can be modded, there are over 300 different animals that can be found over
the internet, better interface mods, more items, etc.
This series has nothing.

If zoo management games were more common and made by more developers, B-Alive wouldn't be the worst developer but they
wouldn't be the best either, far away from it, in terms of quality and content, it's bad. It's good because we don't have many Zoo
management games, other than Zoo Tycoon, Marine Park Empire and a few other ones which are not as good, it is very
uncommon.

In the end, the game is good but this version isn't, even if you do not own the original game and its expansion, just go and buy
those instead, you could buy this if you're looking for more but you should wait until it is heavily discounted.

8\/10 - the original game and its expansion

3.5\/10 - this version, it feels more like a mobile game now than a computer game like it is supposed to be.

I do hope that they will make Wildlife Park 4 but they have to make it good, a decent computer game, not a crappy mobile game
with mobile interface and icons, more content, more quality, less bug, more optimization (seriously, their games have the worst
optimization ever, if the developer could learn how to code, that'd be great but in the end, no developer know how to code
nowadays so I guess we can't blame it on them can we?). In one hand, whatever the price is .. it is too expensive .. and the
Banner\/Cover it's a lie like the games of the 90's with amazing covers and trashy GFX.. it's just a Pond Koi fish simulator with
an intentionally-awful-visual-design ..................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
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 but it can give you pleasure... for reasons.. and the in-game music is pretty cool ;)

Get it and push the limits of your Watercooled Ryzen 2700X + RTX2080TI + 32G RAM + 3440x1440 Display. Good twin-
stick shooter with plaesant art-style. Awesome game!. Firstly if you don't like jigsaw puzzles, you can stop reading now.
Simply all members of the Pixel Puzzles series are designed for jigsaw lovers. They are a true delight to play and here's why..

Pixel Puzzles 2:Space

is a wonderful addition to the series. You get beautiful space art for the new set of puzzles. There's a new side game meshed in.
And best of all for once there's no anoying factor to contend with this time around.

The pros
very pretty art to reasssemble
challenging cuts to the pieces as always
fun mimi game
enjoyable rocket launching (hint: always launch the main rocket before finishing your current puzzle)
there is no anoying fairy, koi, or zombie to deal with

Pixel Puzzles 2:Space is an excellent experiance and real fun to play. Relaxing and stess relieving with no puzzle box to store or
pieces to pick up. Beautiful art with a fun theme. So for a most enjoyable jigsaw puzzle time, you should add this to your
collection.

Rating 9.8\/10
reason... there are never enough puzzles

Interested in more reviews like this : http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/Original_Curators_Group#curation. This
Bomberman style game is already great, and still has massive potential.

I've been playing multiplayer Bomberman games since back in the days of Super Bomberman and Mega Bomberman for the
Genesis. I've been eagerly waiting for a good PC Bomberman game for a very long time, and this one satisfies the craving.

It has many unique features including the unique level variety. There are levels that don't follow the standard grid pattern, have
open areas, and other non-typical layouts, as well as sizes ranging from small to huge. It has rideable creatures like the Louies
from Mega Momberman. Not to mention you can set up massive matches with up to 64 players. Its pure insanity!

Even in its current form, it's well worth the price, but I can't wait to see where it goes after more updates that hopefully add
more in depth powerup type and frequency customization, and similar match customization features. I think this game has the
potential to be the best Bomberman style game ever.
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Does not Display correctly on Win 8.1 and upwards because its 16 bit color limitation. Do not buy unless you run an older
system.. Oyun y\u00fcksek grafiklerde bilgisayar\u0131n\u0131z kald\u0131r\u0131yor ise \u00e7ok g\u00fczel ve zevkli
s\u00f6ylendi\u011fi gibi zor de\u011fil oynan\u0131\u015f\u0131 Depth'e benziyor. \u00dcstelik uzay gemisi abi kim
kar\u015f\u0131 koyabilir bu oyunu oynamaya? Fakat s\u00f6yledi\u011fim gibi orta seviye bir bilgisayara sahip
olmal\u0131s\u0131n\u0131z en az\u0131ndan aksi taktirde 15fpste s\u0131k\u0131\u015f\u0131p
kal\u0131rs\u0131n\u0131z :P Not:Oyunun erken eri\u015fimde oldu\u011funu ve geli\u015fece\u011fini unutmay\u0131n..
poor grafics. Fun casual experience I keep coming back to for a few minutes at a time when I need to relax and take my mind
off the real world.. I wish the developer would donate the code to open source. I hope even he\/she realizes at this pace the game
will never be what was hoped it to be. By making it open source, the game could become better AND still distribute through
here. The "value add" would be only major releases sent through steam, while the community does the work.
. Definitely something to be remembered. Has some very unique twists, especially how things revolve around the clock, and are
in real time. For instance, train passangers will go to lunch at noon, spend the afternoons chatting, dining, then going to bed.

It's replayable, since it's very easy to miss out on important things that you never knew happened, because you were not there
when it occured. It also has plenty of endings.

The only downside is that sometimes, you'll be running against two clocks, or not quite sure how do go about doing something.
And there is also a portion of the game around the "concert", where the train turns into a sort of wasteland, but other than that,
it's enjoyable and recommended.

The movement system could use some tweaks, but remember that this is a game from 1997.
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